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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

We  demonstrated  that  atomic  layer  deposition  (ALD)  technique  is an  effective  method  in  decorating  pore
walls of  polymeric  porous  membranes  (track  etched  polycarbonate  membranes)  by  coating  the  mem-
brane  surface  and  pore  walls  with  a  uniform  and  conformal  layer  of aluminum  oxide.  Through  ALD coating,
the membrane  obtained  a thin,  outer  shell  of  oxide,  showing  improved  hydrophilicity  and  resistance  to
acids  and  organic  solvents.  More  importantly,  the  membrane  pore  size  could  be  tuned  continuously  at
a sub-angstrom  preciseness  simply  by  altering  the  numbers  of  ALD  cycles,  because  the  average  growth
rate  of  the  deposited  aluminum  oxide  was  0.8 Å/ALD cycle.  Filtration  experiments  demonstrated  that
embrane
anopore
urface modification

membranes  subjected  to increasing  ALD  cycles  gave  progressively  rise  in  retention  to the  solute  (bovine
serum  albumin)  and  drop  in flux.  Interestingly,  the  slightly  deposited  membrane  (subjected  to  10  ALD
cycles)  showed  greatly  enhanced  retention  at only  a  slight  expense  of the  loss  of  flux  because  of  the
hydrophilic  nature  of  the  deposited  aluminum  oxide  layer.  The  ALD  approach  can  be  extended  to  mod-
ify/functionalize  other  membranes  since  ALD  is  universal  in  depositing  thin  films  on almost  every  type
of polymeric  and  inorganic  materials.
. Introduction

Membrane technology has become increasingly important for
ts high efficiency and low cost, and found extensive applications
n diverse fields including substance separation and purification,
nvironment protection and remedy, and energy conversion and
torage, etc. [1–5]. A significant number of membrane materials
sed in industry is porous with pore size ranging from sub-
anometer up to micrometers, and separation performances of
orous membranes including selectivity and permeation flux are
redominantly dependent on the pore size and size distribution as
ell as surface chemistry of the pores [6].  Control on the pore size

an be achieved by changing the conditions and parameters in the
embrane manufacturing process, which sometimes is only pos-

ible in a very narrow window of pore size, and is not applicable
o massively produced commercial membrane products. Alterna-

ively, post modification of a chosen substrate membrane to tailor
he pore size and chemistry is more convenient and flexible for
pecific uses with diverse purposes [7].
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A variety of techniques have been employed to modify the pore
size and surface properties of both polymeric and inorganic mem-
branes, most of which are chemical routes based on the reactivities
of the surface active groups on the pore wall. A typical example
in this regard is the surface modification of polymeric membranes
through the grafting method, in which the substrate membranes
are first activated by different methods, either chemical treatments
or high energy irradiations according to the chemical nature of the
membrane materials. Monomers, polymer chains or biomolecules
are anchored to the activated membrane surface, altering the
effective pore size and/or the surface properties of the substrate
membranes [8–11]. This method is also applicable to many types
of inorganic membranes mainly by linking molecules onto the
hydroxyl groups presenting on the membrane surface through the
surface initiated polymerization or coupling reactions [12]. This
chemical grafting method enjoys great success in the fabrication of
functional membranes; however, it also suffers from several inher-
ent disadvantages. For instance, it is specific to the chemical nature
of the substrate membranes. Namely, it is not a universal approach
since the chemistry involved in the modifications of different
membrane materials changes significantly; and some important

membrane materials, e.g. poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE), can
only be effectively modified under harsh modification conditions,
for example, high energy irradiations because of their chemical
inertness [13]. Furthermore, chemical modifications typically are

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.memsci.2011.06.042
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03767388
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the oxygen reactant source, respectively. Deposition was  per-
formed at a substrate temperature of 100 ◦C. Precursor vapors
were alternately delivered to the ALD chamber in a stream of the
F. Li et al. / Journal of Memb

edious and involve multiple steps including pretreatment, graft-
ng, washing, drying, etc. It is time-consuming and cost-inefficient,
nd even worse, organic solvents have to be extensively used. In
ddition, since most surface grafting reactions have to be carried
ut in solutions, the solution may  not fully penetrate all the pores,
r even worse, blocking of small pores may  occur during the dry-
ng process, which will seriously deteriorate the uniformity of the
rafting layers [14].

Alternatively, additional approaches for the membrane pore size
uning independent on the chemical reactivity of membrane mate-
ials appear recently. These methods mainly include electroless
eposition [15,16],  sol–gel deposition [17] and chemical or physi-
al vapor deposition (CVD or PVD) [14,18–20],  which form a solid
norganic or polymeric layer along the pores and the thickness of
he deposited layer can be tuned in a range larger than that of the
hemical grafting layer. The deposited layer effectively reduces the
ore size and bestows the substrate membrane an additional sur-
ace of the deposited material with improved surface properties
ompared to the initial polymeric surface.

Among these deposition methods, the atomic layer deposition
ALD) route is distinctive and unique in its extremely high unifor-

ity and conformality of the deposited layers and sub-angstrom
reciseness in the control of film thickness [21–24].  ALD utilizes
elf-limiting gas-solid surface reactions to produce high-quality
hin deposition layers. In the ALD process, the two precursor vapors
re exposed alternatively to the surface of the substrate to be
eposited. The precursor molecules adsorb on the substrate sur-
ace and form monolayers since excess of the precursor molecules
re taken away with the purge of an inert gas. The second precur-
or is then introduced into the reaction chamber and reacts with
he molecules of the first precursor adsorbed on the substrate sur-
ace. The reaction between the two precursors exclusively occurs on
he substrate surface since there is no presence of the first precur-
or in positions other than the substrate surface, and the reaction
erminates automatically when the adsorbed first precursor is con-
umed up. Reaction byproducts and excess of the second precursor
re removed from the reaction chamber once again by purging of
he inert gas. This sequential operation series of exposure of the
rst precursor, gas purging, exposure of the second precursor and
as purging is one ALD cycle which produces a monolayer of the
eposited material, typically with a thickness less than 1 Å [25].

n order to increase the thickness of the deposited layer, one can
imply repeat ALD cycles. Except for the first a few cycles, each
ycle gives a deposited layer with identical thickness. Therefore,
he thickness of the deposition layer can be precisely geared by
imply changing ALD cycles.

ALD has found extensive applications in the fields of micro-
lectronics, nanomaterial synthesis, etc. in recent years. However,
he inherent nature of ALD makes it especially suitable for the

odification and functionalization of porous materials. First of
ll, in ALD process precursors are vaporized and their penetra-
ion, diffusion, adsorption and reaction all proceed in gas state.
onsequently, deposition can take place on the surface of very
mall pores accessible to precursor molecules. Secondly, ALD pro-
uces deposited layers with highest quality in terms of uniformity
nd conformality among all the current deposition techniques
ncluding sol–gel, CVD, etc. Thirdly, the thickness of the deposited
ayer is highly controllable and can be tuned with the precise-
ess of sub-angstrom, simply by altering numbers of ALD cycles.
astly, a great number of functional materials including oxides,
ulfides, metals, and even polymers [26,27] can be coated on
arious substrates composed of ceramics [28], polymers [29–34]

arbon [35], or biomolecules [36,37]. ALD already has been exten-
ively applied to modify different types of porous materials
ncluding catalysts, nanomaterials and optoelectronic components
38–40].
cience 385– 386 (2011) 1– 9

There are a few reports on utilizing ALD technique to mod-
ify/functionalize porous separation membranes which are also
a typical type of porous materials [41–45].  Moreover, most of
the reported cases are focused on the pore size reduction of
ceramic inorganic membranes, for instance, aluminum oxide and
silica using high temperature ALD process. However, since more
membranes used in industry and studied in laboratories are made
of polymer materials and polymeric membranes have much more
diverse types suited for different application situations, it is highly
desired to develop a universal method to modify or functionalize
different types of polymeric membranes based on ALD technique
with the purpose to upgrade the separation performances and
extend the application fields of the polymeric membranes [46].
Oxides deposited on polymeric membranes through ALD actually
produce a new kind of inorganic/organic nanocomposite mem-
branes which may  deliver different or better separation properties.
In addition, since there are no active groups on the surface of
many polymeric membranes, ALD occurs on the polymeric mem-
brane surfaces likely at a mechanism different than in the case
of inorganic membranes in which surface hydroxyl groups serve
as linkers to facilitate the ALD reactions [47–50].  Therefore, it is
also theoretically significant with respect to the ALD behavior
on polymeric substrate to investigate the ALD modification on
polymeric membranes.

In the current work, we  choose track-etched polycarbonate
(PCTE) membranes with cylindrical pores having pore diameter of
∼30 nm as the model polymeric membranes, to demonstrate the
superiority of ALD route in the upgrading of polymeric membranes
in terms of precise pore size tuning, hydrophilicity and solvent
resistance enhancement by coating the PCTE membrane with the
ALD-produced aluminum oxide layer. It should be noted that,
Glaeson and coworkers recently demonstrated an excellent work
in fine tuning the pore size of PCTE membranes through the
conformal initiated CVD technique [51]. In contrast, our work is
focused on the conformal coating of the polymeric membranes
with metal oxides through the ALD strategy with the purpose
to adjust pore sizes, surface properties as well as to enhance the
solvent resistance of the membranes.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials and agents

PCTE membranes were purchased from Pieper Filter GmbH,
which were received as round disks with a diameter and thick-
ness of 25 mm and 6 �m,  respectively. The size of the pores
in the membrane is claimed to be 30 nm by the manufacturer.
All organic solvents were commercially acquired and used as
received.

2.2. ALD of Al2O3 on polycarbonate membranes

ALD of Al2O3 was carried out in a hot-wall flow-type ALD reac-
tor (SUNALE R75, Picosun, Finland) using nitrogen as a precursor
carrier and purge gas at a pressure of 2 Torr. Trimethylaluminum
(TMA) and deionized H2O were used as the metal precursor and
nitrogen carrier gas, being purged after the delivery of each pre-
cursor. The pulse and purge times for both precursors were 0.1
and 4 s, respectively. The reaction cycle was  repeated for up to
300 times.
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ig. 1. Surface SEM images of the pristine PCTE membrane (a) and the membranes 

xide, showing the progressive reduction of pore sizes with the increase of ALD cyc

.3. Characterizations and evaluations of membranes subjected
o different treatments

Membrane samples were first sputtering-coated with a thin
ayer of Au/Pd alloy, and then examined under a JSM 6701 or Hitachi
800 field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) operated
t 10 keV. To determine the mean pore diameter of different mem-
rane samples, we manually measured the diameter of at least 20
ores on the surface of each membrane sample observed under SEM

ith a magnification of 50,000. The average value was reported

s the mean pore diameter together with the standard error of the
orresponding sample. The deposited membranes were immersed
ted to ALD coating of 10 (b), 50 (c), 100 (d), 130 (e) and 300 (f) cycles of aluminum
til the complete pore opening sealing after 300 ALD cycles.

in chloroform for ca. 12 h to etch away the polycarbonate substrate
membranes. The deposited Al2O3 products were released and
collected by centrifuging. The released products were redispersed
in ethanol, and were deposited on carbon-coated copper grids,
followed by TEM probing with a JEOL 1010 microscope operated
at 100 keV. Water contact angles of different membrane samples
were obtained from a Dataphysics OCA 15 plus Contact Angle sys-
tem. To test the solvent resistance, the pristine membrane and the
one subjected to 50 ALD cycles of aluminum oxide were challenged

both with a 5% HCl aqueous solution and a 1% chloroform ethanolic
solution for 1 h at 20 ◦C. The solvent-challenged samples were dried
in air and examined with SEM. Pure water flux (PWF) and Bovine
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Fig. 2. The pore size of the PCTE membranes subjected to various numbers of
ALD cycles of aluminum oxide deposition. The diamonds (�) represent the mean
pore  sizes measured from SEM surface images of the samples, and the triangles
F. Li et al. / Journal of Memb

erum albumin retention (BSA) retention of the membranes were
easured in a stirred cell module (Amicon 8010, Millipore Co.)

sing deionized water and a 1.0 g/L BSA (GM Corporation, Chemical
 Material Division, Purity >97%, Mw  = 66 kDa) in phosphate buffer
olution as feed solutions, respectively. Filtrations were performed
nder moderate agitation at a pressure of 2 bars at 20 ◦C. BSA
oncentrations in the filtrates from the retention measurements
ere determined by monitoring their absorbances at 280 nm on a
V–vis spectrophotometer (Lambda 950, Perkin Elmer).

. Results and discussion

.1. Pore size tuning of polycarbonate membranes by changing
umbers of ALD cycles

The most direct way to vary the thickness of deposition layers is
o simply change the deposition cycles in ALD process. We  treated
CTE membranes with different ALD cycles, namely 10, 50, 100, 130
nd 300 cycles. There is no noticeable difference in the appearance
nd flexibility between the pristine, untreated membranes and all
he ALD treated ones subject to up to 300 ALD cycles we prepared
n this work. We  examined the surface topography and pore mor-
hology of these membranes by means of field emission scanning
lectron microscopy. As shown in Fig. 1(a), pores with circular or
ometimes elliptical shapes distributed randomly on the surface of
he pristine membrane. The pore size scattered in the range from
3 to 56 nm with an average value of 33.9 nm. Fig. 1(b–f) gives
he SEM micrographs of the aluminum oxide deposited mem-
ranes with different ALD cycles. For the slightly and moderately
eposited membranes with 10, 50, 100 and 130 ALD cycles, pores
emained existing on membrane surfaces but pore sizes decreased
ith the progress of ALD cycles until the complete pore sealing at
eavily deposited sample subjected to 300 ALD cycles. The surfaces
f the deposited membranes were slightly rougher than that of
he pristine membranes. The entrances of the pores were also
mooth and clear from particles, indicating that membranes were
eposited through a continuous growth of aluminum oxide in the
LD fashion, instead of dense packing of fine primary particles
ften found in other types of vapor deposition [14,43]. The pores
ept their initial circular or elliptical shapes although the sizes
ecame increasingly smaller with the rise of ALD cycles, which
emonstrated the excellent conformality of the coating layers
rom ALD process. As show in Fig. 2, there is an almost linear
eduction for mean pore diameters measured by SEM imaging on
he deposited membranes with the increase of numbers of ALD
ycles. The growth rate of aluminum oxide ALD can, therefore,
e calculated to be ∼0.8 Å per cycle. This linear mode of pore size
eduction provides us the great convenience to tune the pore size
oreseeably simply by changing the cycles of ALD on substrate

embranes with known initial pore size. A growth rate of ∼0.8 Å
er cycle theoretically means that the pore size (at least the size at
he positions adjacent to pore entrances on the membrane surface
hich determines the membrane selectivity) of membranes can be

educed with extremely high preciseness at a step of less than 1 Å.
In order to examine the morphology of the deposited layers

n the pore walls, we dissolved away the polymer component of
embranes subjected to 10, 50, 130 and 300 ALD cycles, as well

s a pristine membrane as the control, with chloroform. Precip-
tates could be collected from all the deposited membranes by
entrifuging their chloroform solutions. These precipitates must be
he deposited aluminum oxide since we could not find any solid

ontent from the chloroform solution of the pristine membrane.

e  probed these precipitates under TEM, and found that they were
redominantly tubular structures (irregular, thin flakes could also
e occasionally observed). For the 10 cycle-deposited sample, as
(�) represent the calculated pore sizes based on the pure water flux using the
Hagen–Poiseuille equation.

shown in Fig. 3(a), we observed very few amount of short tubes
with a length typically <200 nm under TEM. The wall thickness of
these tubes was extremely thin and could not be determined from
the TEM measurement. For the sample subjected to 50 ALD cycles,
the tubular structures became much more evident. These tubes pre-
dominantly had a length of several hundreds of nanometers while
longer ones with lengths up to several micrometers could also be
sparsely found in Fig. 3(b). For samples subjected to 130 and 300
ALD cycles, the tubes were even longer, typically having lengths
larger than 1 �m as shown in Fig. 3(c and d). The thickness of the
tube walls increased from 5.6 nm for the sample of 50 cycles, to
10.1 nm for the sample of 130 cycles, and further slightly increased
to 11.2 nm for the sample of 300 cycles. We  note that the deposi-
tion thickness of the sample subjected to 50 ALD cycles measured
from the TEM imaging on the corresponding tube wall is larger than
the value measured from the SEM imaging on the membrane sur-
face (∼5.6 nm vs. ∼3 nm). This inconsistency should be attributed
to the deposition taking place in the subsurface of the polymeric
substrate. In the ALD process, the impregnation of precursors into
the subsurface of the polymeric substrate occurs, leading to an extra
layer embedded under the substrate surface [33,34,37,49,50]. With
increasing ALD cycles, the inorganic layer continues to grow on the
surface and forms a barrier layer hindering the further diffusion
of the precursors into the substrate. After etching away the poly-
meric substrate, the inorganic layer initially underling the surface
exposes and contributes to the total thickness of the deposited layer
together with the layer atop the substrate surface. However, this
subsurface inorganic layer is not accessible by SEM. Consequently,
SEM results lead to a smaller value of the deposition thickness. For
samples with larger ALD cycles, for instance, 130 cycles, the sub-
surface deposition layer accounts for a smaller portion of the total
deposition thickness, and the thickness values obtained from SEM
and TEM imaging are more consistent with each other.

The short tubes were actually fractured segments of long tubes
templated from the membrane pores which were broken during the
releasing and washing operations for the removal of PC membranes.
The mechanical robustness of these tubes was directly related to the
thickness of the pore walls, and tubes with thinner walls were more
prone to be broken. Consequently, the segments obtained from the

sample of 50 cycles were much shorter compared to the samples
of 130 and 300 cycles. In addition, by applying a gentle releasing
procedure, we were able to obtain long tubes with lengths up to
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Fig. 3. TEM images of the deposited products obtained by dissolving away the polymeric component of the membranes subjected to 10 (a), 50 (b and c), 130 (d and e) and
300  (f, g and h) aluminum oxide ALD cycles, demonstrating that ALD coating occurred on the pore walls and formed tubular layers with larger thickness at higher ALD cycles.
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Fig. 4. Photographs of a water droplet depositing on the surface of pristine PCTE
F. Li et al. / Journal of Memb

6 �m which was close to the thickness of the PCTE membranes,
uggesting ALD reaction occurred throughout the entire thickness
f the membranes.

The outer diameters of these tubes varied in the range from
30 nm to ∼60 nm,  which was roughly consistent with the pore size
e measured from the SEM micrographs by recording the diameter

f the pore entrances. In the released products from samples sub-
ected to 130 and 300 ALD cycles, we identified some tubes with
losed, sharp tips. This should be attributed to deposition on the
ores with gradually decreasing diameters. When the deposited

ayer grew to have a thickness equal to the smallest radius along
he pore typically at the pore entrance, coalescence of the deposited
ayer occurred, leading to the complete sealing of the pore entrance.
rom Fig. 1(f), we could not observe any pore on the surface of the
embrane subjected to 300 ALD cycles. However, this did not nec-

ssarily suggest the entire hollow interior of the pore was  filled with
eposited aluminum oxide. Actually, as shown in Fig. 3(f and g), the
eleased products from this deposited membrane were also hol-
ow tubes with some closed ends instead of completely solid fibers.
herefore, we concluded that for the heavily deposited membranes,
he pores were only sealed at the entrances of both ends because
f the preferential exposure to precursors and deposition at the
ntrances of the pores during ALD. Some tubes had a conical struc-
ure with a gradually decreasing diameter. Branched or crossed
ubes, or tubes with protrusions could also be found (Fig. 3(h)).
hese inhomogeneous tube structures were the reminiscence of
ome irregular pore profiles in the track etched membranes [52].
n spite of the irregular pore profiles, the thickness of the pore wall

as highly uniform throughout the entire length of the tubes, even
t the corners of the connected branches of the tubes having very
arge curvatures. Moreover, the contours of the outer wall and inner

all of these tubes were exactly identical, especially for the places
here protrusion grew (Fig. 3(h)), suggesting that aluminum oxide
eposition only occurred on the surface instead of the entire hollow
pace of the corner. This overgrowth of materials at sharp corners
re frequently encountered in the solution-based deposition tech-
iques, e.g. sol–gel and electroless deposition because the sharp
orners easily trap overdosed liquids, leading to the extra growth
f the material in addition to the surface deposition [14]. The unifor-
ity in the thickness of the deposited layers and the conformality to

he pore contours were the inherent superiority of the self-limiting,
as-solid surface reactions during the ALD process.

.2. The surface hydrophicility enhancement of the
l2O3-deposited polycarbonate membranes

Through the ALD process, the initial polycarbonate surface was
overed by a thin layer of aluminum oxide. It is expected there
hould be a remarkable transition in surface properties of mem-
ranes from the polymeric nature to inorganic nature. The changes

n surface properties included multiple different aspects, namely,
urface roughness, hydrophilicity, and surface charging, all of which
ignificantly impact the membrane separation performances. As
lready discussed above, the deposited membrane had a slightly
ncreased surface roughness compared to the pristine polycar-
onate membrane. It was reported that aluminum oxide had an

soelectric point of ∼9 [53] which implied that the aluminum oxide-
eposited membranes turned to be positively charged under the
H <9, and negatively charged at pH >9, while the pristine polycar-
onate membrane was basically neutral in surface charging. This
unability in surface charging of the deposited membranes offered
nother measurement to enhance the separation performances by

mposing electrostatic interactions, in addition to the separation

echanism based on size difference. The contact angle of the pris-
ine membrane was ∼75◦ (Fig. 4(a)), and decreased to ∼60◦ after
0 ALD cycles, and further reduced to ∼50◦ after 50 ALD cycles
membrane (a) and the one subjected to 50 cycles of aluminum oxide ALD (b),
demonstrating the enhanced hydrophilicity of the ALD-modified membranes.

(Fig. 4(b)) and kept unchanged for more ALD cycles up to 300 times.
The enhanced surface hydrophilicity is highly desired as it will lead
to higher water flux because of the improved wettability of pore
walls by water on one side, and the reduced membrane fouling
caused by hydrophobic interactions on the other side.

3.3. Solvent resistance improvement of the oxide-deposited
polycarbonate membranes

After aluminum oxide deposition on polycarbonate membranes,
all the exposed surfaces including the pore walls were covered
by an aluminum oxide layer. Because of the chemical stability
of aluminum oxide in acidic solutions and organic solvents, the
aluminum oxide layer can act as a protective layer preventing
the direct contact of the erosive solvents to the vulnerable poly-
carbonate substrate membranes. Therefore, the aluminum oxide-
deposited membranes have an enhanced resistance to erosive sol-
vents compared to pristine substrates. We  immersed both pristine
PC membranes and the deposited membranes with 50 AAO cycles
in 5% HCl aqueous solution and 1% chloroform ethanolic solution for
1 h, respectively. We  then examined the surface morphology of the
solvent-challenged membranes under SEM. As shown in Fig. 5(a),
on the pristine PC membrane treated by 5% HCl, most pores disap-
peared while shallow surface dents left. In HCl  solution, polycar-
bonate was hydrolyzed which initiated on the membrane surface.

The pore entrances were likely sealed by the hydrolyzed products
insoluble in water. However, we  compared Figs. 1(a) and 5(b) and
found the membranes subjected to 50 aluminum oxide ALD cycles
did not show any significant surface morphology change before and
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F s subjected to 50 cycles of aluminum oxide coating (b and d) challenged by 5% HCl for 1 h
( um oxide ALD coated membranes have enhanced resistance to HCl and chloroform.
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ig. 5. Surface SEM images of pristine PCTE membrane (a and c) and the membrane
a  and b) and 1% chloroform for 1 h (c and d), respectively, showing that the alumin

fter HCl challenging, suggesting the aluminum oxide-deposited
olycarbonate membranes had an improved resistance to acid-
atalyzed hydrolysis, although the deposited aluminum oxide layer
as only ∼6 nm in thickness. For the chloroform-challenged sam-
les (Fig. 5(c)), the pore size was significantly enlarged to >100 nm,
wo to three times bigger than the initial pore diameter before chlo-
oform treatment. This pore enlargement was due to the gradual
issolution of polycarbonate in chloroform. In stark contrast, the
embrane subjected to 50 aluminum oxide ALD cycles preserved

ts initial as-deposited surface morphology and pore size because of
he presence of aluminum oxide barrier layer covering all the sur-
ace of the polycarbonate substrate membrane (Fig. 5(d)). It should
e noted that a very thin thickness of the deposited layer, e.g. sev-
ral nanometers, is already capable of offering an enhanced solvent
esistance to the polymeric membranes. However, deposited mem-
ranes with thicker aluminum oxide layers could withstand erosive
olvents for longer time.

.4. Pure water flux and rejection of Al2O3-deposited
olycarbonate membranes

Finally, we measured the pure water flux and rejection to a
odel protein, BSA, of the membranes subjected to different ALD

ycles. Fig. 6 gives the plot of the PWF  and BSA retention as a func-
ion of ALD cycles. Apparently, with the increase of ALD cycles,

embranes showed decreasing PWF  and rising retention to BSA.
he slightly deposited membrane, e.g. the one subjected to 10 ALD

ycles, displayed a remarkably increase in retention (an increase
f 23.5%) at the expense of slight decrease in flux (a decrease of
.9%), revealing the high efficiency of ALD in the upgrading of sep-
ration performances. The increase in retention resulted from the
Fig. 6. Pure water flux (PWF) and retention to BSA of PCTE membranes subjected
to  different cycles of aluminum oxide ALD coating.

pore size decreasing by ALD, while the flux did not drop too much
with the decrease of pore size because of the enhanced wettability
of water to the pore wall with a deposited hydrophilic aluminum
oxide layer.

We  observed a two-staged increase trend in the retention with
the ALD cycles. The pristine membrane had a poor retention to BSA
since its mean pore diameter was  33.9 nm which was much larger
than the dynamic diameter of BSA (∼7.5 nm)  [54]. For the slightly
deposited membranes (ALD cycles <50), retention increased rapidly

from initial 52.7% to 73.9% for the membranes subjected to 22 ALD
cycles. While further increase in ALD cycles only led to slow growth
in retention. For instance, the retention only slightly increased from
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4.1% for the membrane subjected to 50 ALD cycles to 80.3% for the
embrane heavily deposited with 200 ALD cycles. Although the

00 cycle-deposited membrane showed a very low PWF, the cor-
esponding retention did not increase as much as expected, which
hould be attributed to the pore size distribution in the polycarbon-
te membranes. After 200 cycles’ ALD, most pores in the membrane
ere completely sealed by deposited aluminum oxide; however,
ores with extraordinarily large size were only partially sealed,
hich leaked BSA to the filtrate. For instance, we  observed pores
ith diameter around 56 nm in the pristine membranes, and these
ores would still have a pore size of ∼24 nm after 200 cycles’ ALD
ith a deposition rate of 0.8 Å/cycle. On the other hand, pores with

 size extraordinarily larger than the mean size of all the pores
ere rare in number. Therefore, PWF  of the membranes subjected

o 200 cycles was low. In addition, based on the pure water flux
e could calculate the pore size of membranes with different ALD

ycles using the Hagen–Poiseuille equation [55]. We  compared the
alculated pore sizes and the mean pore diameter measured from
EM surface images in Fig. 2. For slightly deposited membranes
e.g. 10 and 50 cycles), the calculated and measured pore sizes fit
loser with each other. However, with rising ALD cycles, the calcu-
ated values became increasingly larger than the measured ones.
he deviation between the calculated and measured pore diame-
er should be attributed to the different way we determined the
ore size. Fore SEM measuring, the diameter of pore entrances
as used to represent the pore size. However, as mentioned above,
uring ALD process pore entrances became narrower than the inte-
ior of the pores because of preferential exposure of precursors.

hereas in the Hagen–Poiseuille equation the pores are regarded
s ideal ones with a uniform diameter throughout the entire pore
ength. Consequently, we obtained larger values of pore sizes from
alculations based on the equation using the water flux data. For
eavily deposited membranes (e.g. 130 cycles), the difference in
ize between the pore entrances and pore interior was enlarged,
eading to higher deviation in pore size between the calculated
alues and the measured ones.

. Conclusions

Metal oxides, e.g. aluminum oxide can be easily deposited on
he surface and pore wall of PCTE membranes through the ALD
echnique. ALD reaction occurred throughout the entire pore depth
f the PCTE membrane, and produced a uniform and conformal
luminum oxide layer encapsulating the PCTE membrane. With
he presence of the deposited inorganic layer on the membrane
urface, the membrane had improved hydrophilicity, and showed
nhanced resistance to acids and organic solvents. The thickness of
he deposited layer can be tuned effectively at the sub-angstrom
reciseness, and the effective pore size of the membrane can
e progressively reduced at the same preciseness until the com-
lete sealing of the pores. Filtration experiments demonstrated
hat membranes with increasing numbers of ALD cycles showed
rogressively decreasing pure water flux and rising retention to
roteins, suggesting ALD is an effective approach to modify sur-
ace properties and to tuning the pore size of porous polymeric

embranes. Since ALD is capable of depositing oxides on almost
very type of polymers, even for the highly inert PTFE [29], the
LD route for the modification/functionalization of membranes is
niversal and can expected to be applicable to other membranes

ndependent of their chemical nature.
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